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‘ FLUIIiMlXING Davies 
In operation, the two‘ fluids" to be madam, passed’ along 

separate supply, lines into'the inlet channels‘, and the‘mass ?ow 
rates of the two‘?uids are adjusted untilthet pressuresin the 
sensing ‘channels arerequal‘.‘ When this pressure‘ equalisation 
has been attained, the fluid‘mixtu'repasses out of the interac 
tion zone through the putle‘t-teha‘n‘nel. ’ 
A number ofthese fluid mixing devices may be corineetedin 

cascade so that an‘ inlet channel of the seconddevice and each 
of the subsequent devices is coupledto the outlet channel'of 
the immediately. precedingdevice. 

FIEIJDZQF THE'INVENTION 

This invention‘relat'es'to‘ a<?uid=mixing device‘forenabling 
at least two ?uids front-‘separate suppliesto be mixed in a 
preselected mass ?owra'tio. ‘ 

osscmrrlosor THE/PRIOR ART. 
One particular‘ application‘oftheinvention is inithe mixing 

of gases for;1in;f1aine-cuttingarid fgasshielded electric arc 
welding. vIn ‘?ame-cutting- processes the ‘constituent ‘gases have 
previously beenmixcdiin'the correct ?ow ratiovby‘the 
operator-observing the flame, and then adjusting the gas sup 
plies accordingly.‘ Thisis :fairly straightforward when us'ing‘an 
city-acetylene ?ame becauseithe ?ame provides a' clear visual 
indicationwhen‘the oxygenand acetylene are present in vthe 
required‘ra‘tioh ‘ , ‘ " - ‘ 

I-Ioweverg'the ?ames‘of votherlgasirnixtures, such-asioxygen 
propane and ‘oxygemnatuial ‘gas ‘do‘not all provide this clear 
visual indication, and, ‘itfis ‘extremely . difficult to obtain the 
required mass ?ow-ratio by observing the ?ame; ‘ 

SUMMARYOFJTHE INVENTION 
The present invention“ aims , at providing a fluid-mixing 

device adapted to; give a simple indication of correct or incor 
rect mixing of the'itwo ?uids. , 

Accordinglytthe present invention provid'es Pa ?uid-‘mixing 
device which, in its broadest aspect, is asdeiined in‘claim \lYo'f 
the appended claims. ‘ v p . > 

Fluid mixing devices of this type ‘will‘be referred to as ?uid 
mixingdeviees of the typeidescribed. The pressuredi?'erehce 
may be indicated by any/suitable dcvice’such- as amanometer; 
and the fluid mixing device may be arranged sorthat the pres 
sure difference-between the sensing channels'is'zero when the 
required mass ?ow ratio is obtained. 

Accordingly'the present, invention also providesiaplurality ' 
of ?uid mixing devices ‘of the type described connected in 
cascade so that‘ an inlet channel of the‘se'conddevice and each 
of the subsequentdevices iscoupled to the‘o'utlet channel‘o‘f ' 
the immediately precedingdevice. 
The invention will now. be particularly described with 

reference to theaccompanying drawingsinwhich: . 
FIG. 1 is a‘diagrammatiesectiohal elevation of “a ‘mixing 

device for‘twoagases to‘be usedina'?ame cutting process; and 
FIG.‘ 2 is a diagrammatic sectional. elevation of‘a cascade 

mixing device for mixing two'ifluids' in a‘pres'el'ected'mass ?ow 
ratio. ' ‘ : 

tion ‘through thecentre “of ‘the block‘l perpendicular to the 
sides 2 andlk3‘of the block. ' 

Supply lines 4 and'S, ene‘ foreaeh of theit‘w‘o gases-lead into ~ 
the divergent‘ ends of two inclihedinlet channels v6 and 7;‘and 
the ‘convergent ends of these channels'com’r‘nunicate through 
nozzles‘8 ‘and 9 to aninteracti'o‘n ‘zone 10.,A‘ri outlet 11 ex 
tends from the zone 10 to the forward face‘ 12 of the block 1, 
and twosensing channels l3and '14‘lead‘fro'm‘ the zone 10 one 

' on either side 'enhepunet 11‘. 
The two gases to‘rbe mixed; ‘are passed from‘the supply‘lines 

4 and 5 respectively (into; ‘the ‘inlet channels"6 and 7;‘and 
through the'noz‘zles v8v and 9 to interact in the zone ~10.‘ The an 
rangement‘bf the ‘various parts "offthe mixing device are such 
that when the mass ?bwrates'bf the two gases arein the 

Referring‘ to ‘FIG; mixing device Jis'madeout of jar 
block‘] of rectangular cross’sectidn, and the ‘drawing is‘a-‘sec-. 
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required ratio, the mixed gases pass out of the zone through 
the outlet 11, and thestatic pressures in the channels 13 and 
14 are equal. If the-mass '?ow ratio of the two gases deviates 
from the required value' then the output jet of the mixed gases 
is de?ected to one side of the zone 10, and the pressurerises in 
the sensing channel on that particular side. 
The outlets from the channels 13 and 14 are connected to 

any suitable pressure difference measuring device, such as a 
manometer, and theoperator adjusts the ?ow in the supply 
lines 4 and 5 to bring the differential pressure reading of the 
manometer to zero. This is a simple method of maintaining a 
gas ‘mixture of a required constituency which is independent 
of the visual appearance of the mixture ?ame. ' 

1f itisdesired to mix two gases in avery large mass flow 
ratio such as for ‘example 100:2 the problem arises that firstly, 
there is‘ a‘ lower limit to the physical size of the smaller nozzle, 
and secondly, with two gas streams differing in magnitude by a 
largearnount the smaller streamtends to be swamped by the 
larger. These ~ measuring devices operate most accurately 
whenthe mass ,?ow ratio has a value in the range from 1:1 to 
‘l :10 which is regarded as-a low mass flow ratio. . ' 
One way-of solving this problem is to modify the mixing 

device by having a shunt line ?owing from the larger supply 
line ‘to its appropriate inlet channel; this shunt line ‘being ar 
ranged to take 2 percent of the larger constituent gas. This 2 
percent is then mixed with the smaller constituent gas to pro 
vide a 1:1 mass v?ow ratio which is indicated by the pressure 
difference measuring device, and the mixed gases are then 
vdirected-to join the'larger supply line downstream from the 
mixing device. In this way a 100:2 mass ?ow ratio is obtained 
although the actual ratio to be measured is 1:1 thereby 
enabling an accurate pressure differential reading to be ob 
tained. V 

The mixing device ‘may be made-of any suitable material 
‘such as metal, epoxy resin,lceramic orplastic. 

The supply lines 4 and 5, and the outlets from the channels 
13 and 14 may be passed through the block 1 at right angles to 
‘the inlet channels 6 and 7, and the channels 13 and 14 respec 
tiv‘ely'. _ , 

Referring to FIG. 2,,fluid mixing devices 15, 16, 17 and 18 
l of th'e'type described have inlet channels 19 and 20, 21 and 
V 22, 23 (and 24, and'25 and 26 respectively. These mixing 

45 
devices have outlet channels 27, 28, 29, and 30 respectively 
which ‘are arranged so that the outlet channels 27, 28 and 29 
‘are coupled to the inlet channels 21, 23 and 25 respectively. 
‘The mixing devices are made out of a block 31 of rectangular 

‘ cross section, and the drawing shows a section through the 
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. centre of the block 31 parallel to the major faces of the block. 
The outlet channel 30 extends to the side 32, and the inlet 
‘channels 19, 20, 22,‘ 24 and 26 extend to the side 33. 

'I’he'mixing‘devices have sensing channels 34, 35, 36, 37, 
38, 39,40 and 41 and the outlets from the sensing channels in 
any one ?uid mixing device are connected to any suitable 

. pressure difference measuring device, such as a manometer. 
The operationof this device is basically similar to the opera 

tion of ‘the ?uid mixing ‘device illustrated in FIG. 1. The opera 
’to‘r‘adjusts the '?ow into‘bo‘th'inlet channels of the ?rst mixing 
‘device to bring the differential pressure reading of ‘the ap 
propriate manometer ‘to zero. Thereafter headjusts the ?ow 
into only'tha't’irilet channel of each succeeding device which is 
‘notconnected to the outlet cha'nneiof the preceding device. 

"A cascade mixing device such as this has certain important 
advantages. For example, it is particularly suitable for carrying 
out thecontinuous mixing of ?uids in preselected mass ?ow 
ratios. When carrying out continuous mixing it was previously 
necessaryito have ?ow meters in each ?uid line, and the accu 
rate ‘determination of the mixture constituency was deter 

_‘."mine'dpby the ‘accuracy of each of these'meter's. The meters are 
frequently sensitive to-pressure and temperature ?uctuations, 
particularly when mixing gases, and the appropriate cor 
rections have to be made from these ?uctuations. With this in 
vention it is only necessary to have one ?owmeter in either - 
one of the inlet’ channels‘ 19 and ‘20 to give ‘the correct‘?ow 
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reading in that channel. Thereafter the mass flow rates in the 
other inlet channels 22, 24 and 26 are adjusted in that 
sequence using the respective manometers for indicating 
when balancing has been achieved, to provide a ?uid mixture 
of the required composition in the outlet channel 30. The 
composition of the ?nal mixture is determined by mass ?ow 
ratios of all the stages, which are calibrated beforehand. 
Another advantage of this cascade con?guration is that it 

enables a large mass ?ow ratio to be obtained with a high 
degree of accuracy. Normally if it is desired to mix ?uids in a 
large mass ?ow ratio the problem arises that it is extremely dif 
ficult to produce a pressure difference measuring device 
which reads accurately at these large ratios. These measuring 
devices operate most accurately when the mass ?ow ratio is 
small, such as for example 1:1. In our arrangement a large 
mass ?ow ratio can be produced by using several ?uid mixing 
devices in cascade, with each device operating at a small mass 
?ow ratio. For example in the illustrated device suppose each 
?uid mixing device had a mass ?ow ratio of 1:1. Then it would 
be seen that the ratios in the outlet channels 27, 28, 29 and 30 
are 1:1, 1:3, 1:7 and 1:15 respectively. To take the most 
general case, the ?nal ratio will be given by the expression (R, 
+ 1) (R2+ l) (R,,+ 1) — 1:1 where R1, R2 R,l are the mass 
?ow ratios of successive mixing stages. In this way a very large 
mass ?ow ratio may be accurately obtained although the ac 
tual ratio being measured in each stage is small, thereby 
enabling an accurate differential pressure reading to be ob 
tained. 

In the illustrated example one ?uid is fed into inlets 19 and 
20, and the other'?uid is fed into all the other inlets, so that 
the first ?uid is successively diluted as it passes through the 
various stages. ‘ , 

Another advantage of this cascade con?guration is that any 
suitable combination of ?uids can be mixed by feeding in each 
?uid at the appropriate inlet. The resulting product will be 
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4 
thoroughly mixed because the process is one of successive 
dilution and mixing. 

Although the device as illustrated is formed in one block, it 
would be quite simple to use separate plug-in elements so that 
as many extra stages can be added as required to give the 
desired dilution. 

1 claim: 
1. A ?uid-mixing device for mixing ?uids in a predeter 

mined ratio comprising at least two inlet channels, one for 
each of the ?uids to be mixed, arranged to direct jets of ?uid 
which impinge on each other to form a combined jet of which 
the direction of ?ow is a function of properties of the con 
stituent jets, and which is adapted to ?ow towards an outlet 
channel, the respective positions and flow capacities of the 
inlet channels and outlet channel being so con?gured that es 
sentially all flow of the combined jet will pass through and es 
sentially along the axis of the outlet channel when the 
predetermined ratio is present, two sensing channels located 
one on each side of the axis of the outlet channel so that the 
differential pressure between the two sensing channels is de 
pendent upon the divergence if any between the direction of 
?ow of the combined jet and the axis of the outlet channel. 

2. A ?uid-mixing device according to claim 1 in which the 
pressure difference between the sensing channels is substan 
tially zero when the required mass ?ow ratio is obtained. 

3. A ?uid-mixing device according to claim 1 including 
means for directing a fraction of one of the ?uids to be mixed 
to its appropriate inlet channel, the fraction being chosen to 
provide a low mass flow ratio in the inlet channels. 

4. A plurality of ?uid-mixing devices according to claim 1 
connected in cascade so that an inlet channel of the second 
device and each subsequent device is coupled to the outlet 
channel of the immediately preceding device. 


